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Abstract – web portals play an important function in information growth which is considered as a significant fountainhead for 

manufacturers in publicity/promotion campaigns also for buyers in choosing services and products. Written reviews/Ratings are 

considered by companies as a product feedback. The reviews are of two types: 1)text review 2)rating. Actuality that anybody using 

any identity can give comments as review, which offers a golden window of opportunity for spammers to write fake reviews 

designed to mislead user's opinion. Reviews given for online stores are significant resource to assist buyers/customers can make 

smart choice for their purchase. Hence due to this reason, spammer acts the review system these spammers are usually invited or 

hired or enticed by businesses/companies to write fake/fraud reviews to promote or fame their services and products, and/or to 

divert customer’s attention from their other companies or competitors. 

 

Index Terms—Spam Reviews, Internet, Spammer, Social Media Text Review, Fake Review, Ratings, meapath 

identification/creation 

 

1. Introduction: 

Online web portals plays a significant part in human life. Specifically Online Social Media portals plays important part in 

today’s digital world where it is an important platform for sellers for advertising campaigns also it is an important platform for 

buyers for choosing services and products. From the past few years, buyers/ customer’s decisions-making processes depends on 

the reviews written by other users, and positive review and negative reviews motivating and demotivating people in their 

purchasing of products and services. Also, reviews written by user helps sellers and service providing companies  to enhance the 

quality of their products and services .Thus written reviews and ratings of products and services becomes a significant part in 

success or progress of a business. Positive reviews gives benefits for a supplier and company, where negative reviews leaves bad 

effect and because of this cause business losses. Also these positive or negative reviews helps users/buyers in decision making. 

Reviews considered by company as a product feedback. There are two types of reviews: 1) Text Reviews 2) Rating. The fact that 

people with any identity can write reviews, this offers a golden opportunity for spammers.  

Spammer intentionally writes fake reviews to mislead user's opinion or choice.  90 % people make choices for their purchases on 

the bases of reviews written by buyers. Therefore spammers are hired or enticed by companies to write fake reviews to promote 

their products and services review system has become a target of spammers who are usually hired or enticed by companies to write 

fake reviews to promote their products and services, and/or to distract customers from their competitors. Due to this, the review 

system has become easy target for spammers to mislead customers 

2. Literature Review: 

Reviews are used tremendously by users, customers or buyer and companies or organizations to make purchase or buy products 

and to make business decisions [1]. Some reviews are written about products or services like how good a product or service to 

change user’s or customer’s perception. These kind of reviews are considered as a spam reviews[2].One of them is a classifier that 

can calculate feature weights that show each feature’s level of importance in determining spam reviews. The general raw concept 
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of our proposed framework is to model a given review dataset as a Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) and to map the 

problem of spam detection into a HIN classification problem [4]. 

There are generally three types of spam reviews: 

1) Untruthful opinion spam 

2) Reviews on brands only 

3) Non-Reviews. 

Spam detection can be regarded as a classification problem with two classes, spam and non-spam [6]. 

There are three main types of information related to a review: 

1) The content of review, 

2) The reviewer who wrote the review, 

3) The product being reviewed. 

There are three types of features: 

1) Review centric features, 

2) Reviewer centric features, 

3) Product centric features [9]. 

Further these types are classified as behavioral and linguistic based features .Content spam tries to add irrelevant 

or remotely relevant words in target pages to fool search engines to rank the target pages high [7].There are large no of 

duplicate and near-duplicate reviews. The detection of duplicate and near-duplicate reviews are done by using machine 

learning algorithm [8]. 

 

3. Research Gap 

  Based on literature review following research gaps are identified: 

1. It is hard to identify the singleton review as a spam or non-spam [4] 

2. The classification of the users is difficult as one user has more than one account [6]. 

3. The reviews given in the form of ratings (star) are difficult to recognize as fake[10] 

4. The review given by the spammer which is true-positive is not classified as a spam review [11]. 

 

4. Research Objectives 

Considering stated research gaps, following objectives are defined in proposed study: 

To organize user reviews on the basis of behavioral and linguistic features. 

1. To implement generic graph based algorithm to determine the weights of features. 

2. To classify test reviews into spam and non-spam labeling categories. 

3. To test and analyze the performance against standard benchmarks. 

 

5. Proposed Methodology 

The proposed methodology has been described in 4 phases as follows.  

a. Prior Knowledge 

b. Network Schema Definition 
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c. Metapath Definition and Creation 

d. Classification 

 

1) Prior Knowledge: 

This phase computes the probability of review being spam. The proposed version works in two versions:  

 Supervised Learning 

In Supervised learning method, the initial probability of review being spam according to feature which is from set of features is 

calculated. 

2) Network Schema: 

1) The list of spam features which determines the features engaged in spam detection is used to design network schema. 

2) The metapath is calculated at this phase.  

 

 

3) Metapath Definition and Creation:   

1) A metapath is a sequence of relations in the network schema. The path is established using the features used in the 

framework. 

2) The levels of spam certainty (using feature) for metapath are calculated in this phase. 

𝑚𝑢
𝑝𝑙

= |𝑠 × 𝑓(𝑥𝑙𝑢) 

Where s=Level of spamisity 

    f(𝑥𝑙𝑢)= probability of review u being spam according to feature l. 

 

3) After computing levels of spam certainty for all reviews and metapaths, two reviews with the same metapath values for 

some metapath with feature are connected and the        link is created for review network. 

4) In next step, using the no of levels with higher value will increase the no of each feature's metapath. Reviews can be 

connected to each other through these features. 

5) The spamicity of the review with maximum no of levels is calculated. 

 

4) Classification: 

 It consists two steps: 

1) Weight calculation which determines the importance of each spam feature in spotting spam reviews. 

2) Labeling which calculates the final probability of each review being spam. 

 

 

 

 

6. Block Diagram:  

    User 
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Fig1: Raw system architecture 

 

Fig2: Detailed working of Spam Review Detection System 

7. Disadvantages of Existing System 

1. There is no information filtering concept in online social network. 

2.  People believe on the written reviews in their decision-making processes and positive or negative reviews encouraging or 

discouraging them in their selection of products and services. 

3. Anyone create registration and gives comments as reviews for spammers to write fake reviews designed to misguide users’ 

opinion. 

4. Less accuracy. 

5. More time complexity 

   Reviews 

    Preprocessing 

Apply criteria’s to differentiate between     

fake/genuine reviews 

Labeling of reviews 

Block/continue users 

Spam review detection 
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8. Advantages of Proposed System 

1. We can identify the spam user using positive and negative reviews in online social media.  

2. Display only trusted reviews to the users. 

3. Our observations show that weights calculated by methapath concept can be significantly effective in discovering spam 

reviews and gives to a better performance. 

4. It will helps to prevent misguide users by giving fake reviews. 

  

9. Resources Required 

Research Laboratory  

(i) Software:  

Operating System: Windows XP/7.  

Coding Language: JAVA/J2EE  

Data Base: MYSQL 

Application development tool: Java  

IDE: Net Beans  

(ii) Hardware:  

PC with standard configuration, min.4 GB RAM, 80 GB HDD.  

Library Facilities: E-Journals, IEE 

 

10. Conclusion 

In this paper the concept introduces a spam detection system namely Spam Review Detection: Using user and Feature 

reviews based on a metapath algorithm also a graph based method to mark/label reviews depends on a rank based labeling approach. 

Proposed frameworks performance is calculated by using labeled dataset of Yelp website which is a dataset of reviews of NewYork 

based restaurants. The observations show that weights calculated by metapath concept can be very effective to identify spam/fake 

reviews and leads to a better performance. Also in addition, Spam Review Detection calculate the importance of each feature without 

even a train set, and it gives better results in the features’. After identifying four main categories for features observations show that 

the reviews behavioral category performs better than other categories. 

 

Future work includes, metapath concept can be applied to other problems. For example, framework which are similar to 

each other can be used to find spammer communities. For finding spammer community reviews connected through spammer 

features group and reviews with highest similarity based on metapth concept are known as communities. In addition, utilizing the 

product features is an interesting future work on this study as we used features more related to spotting spammers and spam reviews.  
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